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1. Introduction 

I. In April this year, Singapore marked two year of entering the circuit 

breaker period on 7 April 2020. Since then, the past two years had been 

a challenging period of constant adapting, learning, recovering and 

coping with an unprecedented pandemic crisis. As we entered the year 

2022, we could finally see some light and the restoration of some 

normalcy. The new COVID-19 rules announced on 29 March saw greater 

easing of restrictions, including making outdoor mask-wearing optional; 

increasing group sizes; and lifting capacity caps and social distancing 

measures in arts venues (for mask-on events).  

II. The relaxation of the rules created much relief and respite in Singapore, 

especially for the arts and literary arts sectors that have been adversely 

affected. For most of FY2021, we continued learning, adjusting and 

adapting to the disruptions and volatility caused by COVID. Our 

attempts at organising hybrid programmes, in particular our Asian 

Festival of Children’s Content (AFCC) and the inaugural Singapore 

Translation Symposium, were upended by the Phase 2 (Heightened Alert) 

situations. We pivoted most of our programmes online, and 

strengthened our digital skills and social media outreach to organise our 

programmes more effectively.  

III. We had many achievements this past year, including managing the 

entire Anugerah Persuratan awards; presenting a full-fledged version of 

AFCC; organising the inaugural Translation Symposium; rolling out the 

Malay and Tamil My Sing Lit programmes; as well as reaching out to over 

1,700 preschool and secondary school students through our Campus 

school programmes. 

I. In addition, we applied for and received two NAC Organisation 

Transformation Grants (OTG) for two projects. The first project was to 

develop a series of customised dashboards from Power BI, a business 

insights tool, as part of SBC’s digitalisation plans. The second project was 

a collaboration with four other Major Company (MC) arts organisations: 

ArtsWok, OH! Open House, The Finger Players and Theatre Practice. The 

project focused on creating a donation management system and 
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fundraising toolkit and insights report. We aim to leverage these two 

projects to build up our organisational capability for long-term growth 

and sustainability.   

IV. While we look forward to 2022 and beyond with much optimism, our 

optimistic outlook is also tempered by a rising level of anxiety and 

certainty due to inflation and rising costs, external global events such as 

the war in Ukraine, as well as the pall still cast by COVID infections 

around the world. Furthermore, the government is cutting back on its 

financial support for organisations that kept most of us afloat the past 

two years. However, as we move into an endemic phase, we at SBC are 

planning forward and forging ahead to achieve our mission no matter 

what challenges we may face – a testament to the resilience and 

commitment of the SBC team. 

V. We aim to build on the key learning points from the past two years, 

strengthen our digital capabilities and leverage partnerships with the 

various stakeholders as we move forward. 

 

VI. Singapore Book Council has 4 directors and they are: 

Chiang See Ngoh 

R Ramachandran 

Chua Hong Koon 

Heng Sok Hoon Karen 

 

VII. We had 4 Board meetings in every financial year and the dates of the 

are as follows:  

19 March 2021, 9 June 2021, 29 September 2021, 8 December 2021 

 

VIII. We have disclosed the remuneration of the highest paid staff in the 

Financial Statement as at 31 March 2022 
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2. Programmes 

I. SBC has kept its programmes pivoted on our four key strategic thrusts; 

capability development, multilingual programming, regional literary 

exchanges, and community engagement. We believe that it is in times 

such as these that the binding and healing power of literature is all the 

more critical.  

II. The team, however has discussed at length how to creatively deliver 

appealing programmes in the “new normal” given the Safety 

Management Measures for in-person programmes and seeming fatigue 

for virtual events. 

III. Despite the challenges involved in planning for in-person programmes, 

we attempted a hybrid approach in FY2021 in a limited way, which 

could reconfigure our programmes to address the demand for the in-

person interaction. The constant feedback we have heard from our 

audiences is that they miss the face-to-face experiences.  

IV. We still have not found a working revenue model to generate enough 

revenue from our online programmes, which in fact would incur more 

production costs for quality video production. Audiences are still 

expecting to pay low fee or even no fee for online content. While 

digitalisation and hybridised programmes will continue to be a key 

direction for us, we have to think very carefully about the cost and 

revenue when we plan our programmes moving forward. 

V. At the same time, the SBC team continues to learn and develop our 

capability on more varied programming, learning how to make better 

use of the available digital platforms and tools, and getting insights into 

video production in order to produce more engaging programmes. 

VI. With Singaporeans’ increasing familiarity and acceptance of digital 

content, the team has applied what it has learnt to plan for more hybrid 

programmes. This blended approach aims to leverage both the 

flexibility and accessibility of digital learning as well as the interactivity 

and engagement of in-person sessions.. 
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VII. Please refer to Annex A for a full list of the programmes we organised in 

2021. 

THRUST 1: Capability Development 

I. This thrust focuses on training and providing opportunities for professional 

development in the literary arts sector. The programmes that fall under 

this thrust include AFCC, Academy and SBC Campus.  

A. Asian Festival of Children’s Content (AFCC) 

II. 2021 marked the 12th edition of the AFCC and its second fully digital 

edition. While initial plans were conceived early in the year and put in 

place for AFCC to run as a hybrid version in 2021, the team was forced 

to pivot back to a fully digital mode in mid-May 2021 when Singapore 

experienced a rise in COVID case numbers and the government 

instituted new COVID regulations and Singapore went into Phase 2 

Heightened Measures. This saw the cancellation of all in-person events, 

and the SBC team followed suit, converting all previously planned in-

person events at the National Library into virtual sessions. 

III. AFCC 2021 saw a return of the festival to the original end May window. 

The move back to May was originally planned at the end of 2019 for the 

2020 edition. Due to the advent of the pandemic however, this was put 

on hold until this year. Building on the experience of running events 

online from 2020’s digital festival, this year saw an expansion of the 

range and number of programmes from 16 to 70, which were held 

across four full days from 27 – 30 May 2021. With the theme of 

“Reimagine, Rebuild and Reignite”, the festival invited participants to 

discover the future of content and new possibilities at AFCC.  

IV. From a brief hiatus last year, the AFCC Country of Focus saw a return in 

2021 with Thailand as the featured Country of Focus (COF). Together 

with the Publishers and Booksellers Association of Thailand (PUBAT) as 

programming partner, the team curated a total of four sessions, 

including a special evening COF showcase that closed the main 

conference segment of AFCC on the 30th of May.  
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V. Book Illustrators Gallery (BIG): A key feature of AFCC, the Book Illustrators 

Gallery showcases diverse artwork from picture books, comics and 

graphic novels by illustrators and artists from Southeast Asia, Asia and 

the Asian diaspora. It offers a platform for authors, publishers and the 

public to take note of illustrations from both established and upcoming 

artists.  

a. BIG 2021 marks the second year that the gallery has been presented 

in a fully digital format. The team saw that an online exhibition posed 

fewer constraints versus a physical version as it allows for a larger, 

more extensive display of illustrations. From the 374 submissions 

received (an increase from the 336 received in 2020), BIG 2021 

showcased a total of 134 illustrations by 45 illustrators from 12 different 

countries.  

b. For the first time in BIG history, the team invited eight organisational 

partners as curators to review the submissions and select the final 

illustrations. The intent for this was to elevate the standard of curation 

for the featured illustrations within the gallery. A total of 18 

representatives were nominated by the eight organisational partners 

to form the curatorial panel for BIG 2021. 

c. Another first was the co-promotion of the submissions call for BIG with 

the Golden Pinwheel Young Illustrators competition organised by the 

China-Shanghai Children’s Book Fair (CCBF). With similar focuses and 

aims, the co-promotion partnership with CCBF was intended to not 

only garner an increase in submissions for both organisations, but to 

also expand and extend the reach of BIG and the Golden Pinwheel 

to a larger audience base through each other’s channels.   

VI. LASALLE GIF and Comic Cover Challenge:  AFCC once again partnered 

with LASALLE College of the Arts in 2021 for a revamped version of the 

GIF Animation Challenge, the inaugural edition of which was held in 

2019. In addition to either creating a GIF inspired by text sources from 

featured AFCC writers’ works, participants also had the choice to submit 

an illustration for a comic cover. A total of 36 submissions (for both GIFs 

and cover illustrations) were received and the best five were selected 
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as the winners by a judging panel, comprising professional animators 

and illustrators. A short-animated video was released in conjunction with 

the start of AFCC to announce the winners, and the selected winners’ 

works were uploaded onto the AFCC website for public viewing.  

VII. AFCC 2021: Held over four days from 27 – 30 May, AFCC 2021 offered 70 

online programmes, which comprised a mix of pre-recorded and live 

sessions, streamed on Vimeo.  

a. Due to the increase in the number of sessions and the more 

sophisticated technical requirements involved, the team engaged 

a local video production company, Socialground, to manage the 

technical aspects of executing AFCC online and for video post-

production services.   

b. Taking into consideration the audience feedback from 2020, a 

longer Video-on-Demand (VOD) period of one month (up from the 

previous two weeks) was offered to festival attendees this year. The 

VOD allowed them more time to re-watch or catch sessions that they 

might have missed during the festival.  

c. As a means to further improve the accessibility of AFCC’s 

programmes, the team made a conscious attempt to include 

subtitles for all session recordings for audiences who are deaf-

impaired or hard of hearing. The subtitles for sessions conducted in 

Mandarin, Malay or Tamil also made them more accessible to the 

participants. 

d. AFCC partnered with new sponsors for this year to feature several 

renowned speakers. New sponsors included the United States 

Embassy in Singapore. They helped support the engagement of 

celebrated and award-winning authors such as Christina 

Soontornvat, Holly Black and Jason Chin. The Embassy of the 

Republic of Korea also enabled us to invite Hwang Sun-mi and Lee 

Myung-ae. In addition to the embassies, AFCC also received a grant 

from the National Translation Committee to support the festival’s 

translation track programmes. The programmes included a lecture 

by award-winning children’s book writer and translator, Lawrence 
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Schimel, as well as a roundtable discussion involving experienced 

international and Singapore translators sharing their views on the 

importance of translation and current trends/practices in the realm 

of translation for children’s books.  

VIII. Country of Focus: Thailand: The team partnered with the Publishers and 

Booksellers Association of Thailand (PUBAT) in the planning and 

presentation of programmes under the COF programme track.   

a. Four sessions were planned to showcase the best of children’s 

literature and young adult (YA) books and writers from Thailand, and 

to provide insights into the children’s books industry in Thailand. These 

included three panel discussions on the publishing and distribution of 

books across Thailand and ASEAN, the promotion of creative 

economies in Thailand and the history of Thai children’s literature.  

b. A special evening event, Thailand Night, capped off AFCC and 

featured messages from key figures from SBC and PUBAT; a cultural 

presentation; and reading of excerpts from selected Singapore and 

Thai titles.   

c. In addition to the conference sessions, a special COF segment 

featuring works from notable Thai illustrators was showcased as part 

of BIG. AFCC also commissioned Thai illustrator Kampanart Sangsorn 

to create the key visual for AFCC 2021.  

d. As part of the collaboration with PUBAT, AFCC announced the 

launch of a co-translation project during Thailand Night. The Co-

translation project will see two selected children’s book titles from 

Thailand and Singapore each being selected and translated from 

Thai to English and vice versa. The translated books will be printed 

and distributed for free to children in each country as part of the 

local reading initiatives/campaigns.  

e. The selected Singapore titles are Badang the Mighty Warrior, a 

folktale previously published by Pustaka Nasional and derived from 

the compilation Our Folktales: The All-time Favourite Folktales of Asia, 

and We Can, a Hedwig Anuar Children’s Book Award-shortlisted 

book by Ben Lai. The titles selected from Thailand are The Rabbit in 
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the Moon by Narit Sookmark and The Mice that Ate the Old Iron 

Scales, a traditional Thai folktale adapted by Somboon 

Singkamanan.  

IX. Post-AFCC Workshops: Due to the implementation of the Phase 2 

Heightened Alert Measures in mid-May and the cancellation of all 

physical activities, AFCC sessions that were previously planned as 

physical events had to be converted into a virtual format.  

a. The team discussed the reconfiguration of the in-person sessions with 

the presenters and arranged for the pivoted sessions to take place 

after within the first week of June, after the end of the main 

conference.  

b. A total of five virtual workshops were presented from 3 – 5 June, with 

an attendance of 44 delegates across the five sessions. 

c. Overall feedback for the workshops indicated high satisfaction levels 

among the workshop attendees, with a majority of participants 

indicating that the skills and concepts presented were useful for their 

knowledge, and that the topics covered had adequate coverage 

and depth. 

X. AFCC 2022: Based on feedback from AFCC 2021 participants and the 

significant relaxation of COVID-19 Measures, AFCC 2022 is planned as a 

hybrid event, with a mix of in-person and virtual sessions.  

a. The 13th edition of AFCC will be from 26 – 29 May 2022 at the 

National Library Building.   

b. The theme of AFCC 2022 is ‘Lit Up’ which aims to explore a brighter 

world, filled with exciting possibilities from the illumination that 

literature brings. The festival will focus on several key topics such as 

the environment, mental wellness, Southeast Asian stories, diversity 

and inclusion to name a few.  

c. AFCC 2022 will also see the introduction of two new tracks; a 

Publishing Forum and a Translation Forum. The forums will explore 

current issues within each of the fields including sustainable 

publishing practices, the role of the metaverse; the translation scene 

in Southeast Asia and resources for translators.  
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B. SBC Academy 

I. Academy programmes for the first and second quarter of FY2021 were 

a mix of online and in-person sessions given the growing feedback of 

“Zoom fatigue”. The online sessions tapped mainly on trainers from 

overseas. 

II. Certain trainers for programmes such as storytelling and even writing 

workshops were reluctant to pivot their programme for online delivery 

as they felt that what the participants would gain would change with 

the modification for a digital session. Fortunately, only one in-person 

workshop scheduled for June 2021 was postponed to August due to the 

sudden increase in the number of community cases and the 

implementation of Phase 2 Heightened Alert. 

III. The feedback from participants of the in-person sessions was extremely 

positive. They appreciated the face-to-face interaction with the trainer 

and their co-participants, and enjoyed the networking opportunity 

despite having to maintain social distancing. Some of these participants 

have even stayed in touch and formed groups to support one another. 

SBC has also offered them use of our space for meetings.  

IV. Academy programmes continue to see strong competition from virtual 

programmes offered at little or no cost by overseas organisations. This 

forced us to relook our price tiers for both virtual and in-person 

programmes. 

V. The flip-flop between easing and tightening of restrictions also had a toll 

on the revenue from Academy. Participants were not keen on virtual 

programmes but were hesitant to book in-person sessions for fear of a 

cancellation or worse, that they would not be able to attend due a 

quarantine order.  

VI. Industry experts whom SBC used to fly in previously for publishing-related 

courses such as editing and copy writing workshops were now offering 

their workshops online directly from the UK or Australia at much lower 

fees. These were courses that publishers would usually book for the 
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training of their new staff. SBC is exploring new partnerships with trainers 

who are willing to customise programmes for SBC Academy.  

VII. Participation size remained at 50% of pre-COVID numbers despite the 

push for more in-person classes in the second half of the fiscal year. The 

entire year-on-year revenue for Academy saw a slight increase to about 

$14k in FY2021 from about $13k in FY2020 (still a long way from the pre-

COVID revenue of about $67k in FY2019). The revenue from our 

Academy programmes was still unsteady and would take a while to 

recover. 

VIII. SBC organised a focus group discussion in February 2022 to help us 

better understand the needs of our target audience. The participants 

shared that whilst price point was a factor on whether they would sign 

up for a programme, their decisions would ultimately depend on the 

relevant content of the programme and the facilitator. There was a 

mixed reaction to virtual and in-person sessions with some showing a 

preference for the former for its convenience. 

IX. As safety measures starts to ease, SBC will take a more targeted hybrid 

approach to Academy programmes and explore different modes of 

training.  

X. SBC will simultaneously take advantage of the increasing interest in in-

person workshops which allow greater interaction between participants 

and trainers and more intimate discussions and sharing. For FY2022, 

programmes planned would likely be aimed towards comprise 60% in-

person sessions and 40% either hybrid or virtual sessions. 

XI. Despite the constant changing of safety measures, SBC Academy still 

managed to organise a total of 18 programmes, alternating between 

virtual and in-person from April 2021 to March 2022.  

XII. Please see Annex B for a full list of Academy programmes for FY2021. 

 

C. SBC Campus 

I. In the beginning of the year in 2021, SBC Campus began to receive 

more requests from teachers for in-person workshops again after the 

past year of online workshops. We managed to conduct eight in-person 
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creative writing workshops in April at two secondary schools, Fuchun 

Secondary School and Victoria School. However, with Phase 2 

Heightened Alert in May, our bookings were affected and dropped 

significantly. 

II. We took the lull in school bookings to plan for a slate of programmes for 

preschoolers and preschool educators and launched Little Campus, 

SBC’s preschool outreach programme that brings Singapore literature 

to preschool students and schools in May 2021. These included three 

new workshops which were developed as part of Words Go Round 

(WGR) 2021. The three workshops focus on mother tongue languages 

(Chinese, Malay and Tamil) and use food as a central theme. The three 

programmes were also listed under the NAC-AEP Public Arts 

programmes and were eligible for the Tote Board Arts Grant.  

III. We also produced new collaterals designed by Moof (Mike Foo) to 

reinforce the marketing and Campus brand. The new collaterals were 

distributed digitally and physically. 

IV. The evolving pandemic developments and attendant changing 

guidelines often meant school bookings were often uncertain right up 

to the actual event. One of the workshops which was affected by 

changing regulations was the creative writing workshop conducted by 

O Thiam Chin at Unity Secondary School. It was originally scheduled to 

be an in-person session on 25 May. There were to-and-fro discussions 

with both the school and facilitator two weeks before the scheduled 

workshop date to explore options of postponing it before we eventually 

decided to convert it to an online session. The workshop was well-

received, except for one feedback that the 3-hour duration was too 

long for an online session. As the workshop was originally meant to be 

an in-person session, this is something we should consider for future 

workshops alongside the various adjustments required when converting 

sessions online to in-person and vice versa. 

V. We also learnt that it was important to ensure that facilitators were able 

to adapt to the fast-changing nature of COVID-19 updates, and be 

comfortable with both online and in-person workshop delivery. SBC also 
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updated our cancellation policy for school bookings. The policy 

included an additional clause on possible cancellations due to COVID-

19 related scenarios. The updated clause indicates that cancellations 

due to COVID-19 updates would be subjected to discussions and terms 

mutually agreed upon by both SBC and the school. In addition, both 

SBC and the school would consider converting the programmes to 

online sessions or reschedule to another date as a possible option, 

instead of cancelling them. We felt this arrangement would be fair to 

our facilitators as well. 

VI. Following the positive partnership with Central Singapore CDC last year, 

we continued to work with them and their beneficiaries – children from 

disadvantaged and low-income families – during the school holidays in 

June. We conducted a total of 14 online storytelling sessions for more 

than 100 Primary One to Four children. The storytelling sessions were 

facilitated by Ho Lee-Ling, Jeffrey Tan and Low Ying Ping. There was an 

additional six sessions facilitated by Jeffrey Tan so as to accommodate 

overwhelming sign-ups from the centre. 

VII. With this series of workshops, the children were also introduced to 

Singapore literature through author Ho Lee-Ling’s books on Singapore 

history and heritage. Low Ying Ping’s new book was also a humorous 

and fun English adaptation of the Chinese classic Journey to the West. 

Ho Lee-Ling offered to gift the children her books at no cost, while Low 

Ying Ping’s new book was purchased by the centre for the children to 

supplement their learning. 

VIII. In the second half of the fiscal year, we expanded our network to work 

with new facilitators, conducted new workshops for educators as well as 

forged new connections with the community. 

a. Poetry workshop for educators: In November 2021, we 

conducted an online poetry workshop for 10 educators from 

Geylang Methodist School (Primary). The facilitator, Yong Shu 

Hoong, shared tips with them on how to prepare lesson plans to 

teach poetry and how to engage students with poetry. 
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b. December school holidays for Yuhua LEAP: In end November, we 

also conducted two online creative writing workshops – 

facilitated by author Sim Ee Waun – for a group of lower primary 

school students from the Yuhua community. Minister Grace Fu, 

who was the advisor of the community group, observed one of 

the sessions and delivered a short speech. We also received 

positive feedback from one of the organisers, Dr Morgan Zhou: 

“The sessions were great, and we look forward to more of such 

sessions in future. Thank you everyone for making a difference in 

the lives of our children from Yuhua.” 

c. New facilitators Rachel Tey and Suffian Hakim: In February 2022, 

we conducted two large group online assembly talks and invited 

authors Rachel Tey and Suffian Hakim to share about the topic 

on characters development to over 1,200 secondary school 

students from Edgefield Secondary School. This was their first 

sessions with SBC Campus.  

IX. Improvement on the quality of online workshops: One the whole, our 

facilitators have become more familiar and comfortable conducting 

online workshops. Other than including slides and videos in their 

presentations, they utilised the breakout rooms and white board 

functions on Zoom, as well as prepared post-workshop handouts as 

supplementary materials for participants to ensure that the experience 

was engaging and fruitful. 

X. Moving forward, we will continue to monitor and consider feedback 

from past participants to constantly improve on the quality, content and 

delivery of SBC Campus’ sessions. We will also continue to identify 

qualified and engaging facilitators and work with them for the 

upcoming NAC-AEP 2023 cycle’s application. 

XI. From April 2021 to March 2022, we have conducted 20 online and in-

person workshops and reached out to over 1,700 preschool and 

secondary school students. Please refer to Annex C for the full list of 

workshops. 
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D. OPEN: Singapore Young Writers Lab 

I. OPEN targets young people and complements SBC Campus by inviting 

upper primary to tertiary students to experience the process of writing 

outside of school. 

II. As part of SBC’s partnership with the National Schools Literature Festival 

(NSLF) in May (a literary festival for secondary school students to develop 

their passion and love for literature), we organised an online flash fiction 

workshop conducted by Victor Ocampo on 31 May. The workshop was 

meant for students from various secondary schools who would be 

participating in the NSLF flash fiction competition. Victor shared some 

useful tips on writing flash fiction during the workshop, which the students 

could then apply to editing their entries for the competition. There was 

a total of 33 students from 22 different secondary schools who attended 

the workshop. The feedback was that they enjoyed the workshop and 

found the tips and editorial comments from Victor very useful.  

III. During the school holidays in June, we organised two online workshops 

– poetry and creative writing – for secondary school students 

conducted by Loh Guan Liang and Melanie Lee respectively. The 

workshops included pre-recorded lectures by the writers, followed by a 

live, interactive session where the facilitators provided feedback and 

pointers. This was the first time we tried such a format and it was well-

received by the participants who gave very positive feedback. We 

would consider offering more of such workshops during the Nov-Dec 

school holidays too.  

IV. In March 2022, we continued our partnership with the Singapore 

Kindness Movement (SKM) on their key annual writing competition, Write 

for Kindness. SBC contributed by recommending suitable authors and 

poets, for instance this year we proposed Melanie Lee and Theophilus 

Kwek, to conduct writing workshops. SBC also co-funded and co-

organised song composition workshops by Wigglepods, a creative 

music and movement company. 
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V. The response to the song writing workshop was overwhelming. We had 

to conduct two sessions of the workshop to cater to the 86 students from 

44 different secondary schools. 

VI. The students who attended the workshops provided very positive 

feedback for the facilitators. Some of the comments included: 

a. “I liked the fact that the mentors knew what to teach and to the 

point. It was a very interactive session. They gave us different 

ideas on how to find a good tune for our song and tips which 

would help us in the song writing.”  

b. “The clear and concise tips/advice they gave us about the song 

we’re supposed to make. The facilitators are super helpful. It 

makes me feel less anxious about composing a song for this 

competition.” 

VII. Through this partnership with SKM, we also managed to increase the 

awareness and publicity of SBC Campus and as a result, received 

enquiries for workshops from secondary schools. 

VIII. Moving forward, we would also consider how SBC could continue to 

value add as a programme partner and explore more engagements to 

forge a deeper and meaningful partnership. 

THRUST 2: Diverse Multilingual Sing Lit 

I. Programmes under this thrust encourage the diversity of Sing Lit by 

creating awareness and recognition of works in the four official 

languages. SBC was appointed as the secretariat for the Anugerah 

Persuratan, the most prestigious Malay literary award in Singapore, 

which helped increase our engagement with the Malay community. 

II. We also co-presented a panel featuring Singapore Literature Prize-

shortlisted writers writing in the four official languages as part of Read! 

Fest. 

III. In conjunction with International Translation Day, we organised our 

inaugural Singapore Translation Symposium. It featured four virtual 

programmes and a public translation event. 
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IV. In addition, SBC organised several programmes in Chinese, Malay and 

Tamil as part of AFCC, Beyond Words, Sing Lit: Read Our World and 

Words Go Round to boost this thrust. Our efforts helped SBC build a 

better rapport and develop partnerships with the various literary 

communities. 

 

A. Anugerah Persuratan 

I. The 14th edition of the Anugerah Persuratan (Malay Literary Award, AP) 

was postponed due to the COVID situation and was eventually 

organised in late 2020 with the awards ceremony on 10 Apr 2021, 

Saturday at the Asian Civilisations Museum (ACM). The Secretariat 

invited Mr Edwin Tong, Minister for Culture, Community and Youth as the 

Guest-of-Honour for the awards ceremony. 

II. A total of six (6) awards were presented – the top two awards being the 

Tun Seri Lanang Award and the Tun Seri Lanang Posthumous Award. 

There were also four (4) Literary Awards presented to three recipients.   

III.  The open call for submissions and nominations was held over two (2) 

months from 17 Sep to 12 Nov 2020. At the end of the call, the Secretariat 

received a total of 66 submissions, a 50%-increase compared to the 

previous edition in 2017. As for the nominations for the Tun Seri Lanang 

awards, the Secretariat received a total of 18 nominations from the 

public. 

IV. After discussion by the judging panel, Hamed Ismail was selected to be 

the recipient of the Tun Seri Lanang Award, while the Posthumous Award 

was given to the late Zaidy Nandir. The winners for the Literary Award 

categories are listed in the table below. 

Table 1: AP 2020 Winners 

 Category Title  Author 

1 Short Story GOD(A) Jamal Ismail 

2 Novel Tunjuk Langit (Pointing the Sky) Jamal Ismail 

3 Poetry 
Tukang Tunjuk Telunjuk (Finger-

Pointing Expert) 
Farihan Bahron 
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4 
Children’s 

Literature 

Si Pencuri Ketawa – Kisah di 

dalam Taman di Persisiran (The 

One Who Stole Laughter – A 

Tale from Gardens by the Bay) 

Rilla Melati 

 

V. The judges decided not to award winners for the Literary Essay/Research 

and the Drama (for theatre) categories. 

VI. This was the first time that the awards were given out only to published 

works. The move saw reactions from a small quarter of the community 

but the Committee overseeing AP felt that this change would 

encourage the publication of quality work that would benefit both the 

readers and the industry in the long term.  

VII. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions and in line with the SMMs, the 

ceremony was held as a private, closed door event for the first time. 

Only award recipients, members of the organising committee and 

judges were invited to attend the event in-person. Due to budget 

constraints, we could not livestream the event. Instead, the winners were 

announced in tandem on social media and the event was recorded 

and later uploaded on SBC and Malay Language Council of 

Singapore’s (MLCS) platforms. 

VIII. In addition to sending out press releases to both the Malay and English 

media to announce the award recipients, and pitching media 

interviews with the winners, the Secretariat also executed a social media 

plan. The plan started from early March as it aimed to increase the 

online presence and buzz around the AP awards ceremony. Scheduled 

social media posts that shared about past AP editions prior to the award 

ceremony, as well as posts that featured the winners after the ceremony 

garnered a total of 120,538 impressions, 150,955 reach and 6,847 

engagements from the public.   

IX. We maintained the connections from Anugerah Persuratan by 

engaging with the committee members and the winners for 

programmes in the latter part of the year. These included tapping on 
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their expertise for suggestions for speakers and trainers for the Malay Sing 

Lit: Read Our World and Academy programmes. 

 

B. Beyond Words 

I. Beyond Words is a capability development programme commissioned 

by the National Arts Council (NAC) to promote the development and 

growth of children’s literature in Singapore’s mother tongue languages 

of Chinese, Malay and Tamil (CMT). 

II. While the first iteration of Beyond Words in 2014 focused on and 

facilitated the production of picture books in the mother tongue 

languages, this second edition of the project (from 2021 to 2023) will 

focus on developing middle grade (MG) books in CMT. The Beyond 

Words 2021 programme will consist of a series of talks, panels, workshops 

and a mentorship programme for the development of manuscripts. 

Manuscripts that are assessed to be suitable will be selected for 

publication in print with consideration for digital and audio formats.  

III. SBC researched and worked in consultation with the CMT writers to invite 

established speakers and workshop facilitators to ensure that writers 

would be keen to attend the programmes and would gain from the 

sessions.  

IV. Talks: The first phase of Beyond Words 2021 started with two free online 

talks by well-known children’s books editors from established publishers. 

Tom Bonnick, Senior Commissioning Editor at UK children’s publisher Nosy 

Crow gave the first online talk. He was followed by Alvina Ling, Executive 

Editorial Director at Little Brown Books for Young Readers from the US. 

They each shared about publishing and marketing trends worldwide, as 

well giving an overview of the development of MG content in the 

industry through the years respectively.  

V. The first talk, “Middle Grade 101: Publishing and Book Promotion”, was 

conducted by Tom Bonnick on 28 September 2021. Forty-two 

participants attended the session where he shared about the recent 

trends in content publishing for the MG market in the west and providing 

attendees with a perspective of what editors look for in MG content. As 
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part of the session, he also spoke on the various marketing models that 

publishers and authors utilise for publicity and promotion.  

VI. The second talk, “Middle Grade 101: Content History, Trends and 

Changes” took place on 7 October 2021 and drew an attendance of 

46 people. Conducted by Alvina Ling, the session touched on the 

development of the middle grade genre, content trends throughout the 

years and the direction that children’s publishing is moving towards. Both 

talks were well-received by attendees, with a majority of attendees 

expressing that they found the two sessions useful in getting an overview 

of the middle grade genre.   

VII. The talks by editors from renowned children’s book publishers were 

organised for CMT writers and publishers to learn from success stories and 

trends which SBC felt would apply across languages. However, most of 

the attendees for both talks were English children’s book writers. Very 

few CMT writers saw the value of attending the sessions even though the 

topics were relevant to them. This seemed to indicate that CMT writers 

tend to be more comfortable attending sessions in their respective 

languages. 

VIII. CMT Panels: Following the talks, SBC launched the second phase of the 

Beyond Words project with a series of mother tongue panel discussions 

featuring a mix of international and Singapore’s children book writers to 

discuss their approaches to creating books for children aged eight to 12 

years. Titled “Understanding Middle Grade Books”, three panel 

discussions in each of the mother tongue languages were organised in 

October 2021 and drew a total of 112 attendees across the three 

sessions. The first session in Chinese featured well-known children’s book 

writer and academic, Lin Che-chang (林哲璋) from Taiwan and popular 

middle grade writer Khor Ewe Pin (许友彬) from Malaysia. Singapore 

writer Ai Yu (艾禺) completed the panel line-up.    

IX. The second panel discussion in Malay featured renowned teen novelist 

and publisher Ain Maisarah (Blink Books), alongside Singapore publisher 

Hana Mohd (Alam Cahaya) and writer Hassan Hasaa’Ree Ali.  
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X. The final panel discussion in Tamil involved established Tamil writer S. 

Ramakrishnan and writer-educator Vizhiyan from India, together with 

Singapore writer and publisher Suriya Rethnna. Participants from the 

three panels mostly gave positive feedback for the sessions, saying that 

the sessions were well-organised and the speakers were knowledgeable 

in the various aspects that they were sharing on. The selection of 

speakers was important too as the varied line-up allowed for 

participants to obtain a holistic view of the subject matter across 

different countries and markets.  

XI. CMT Workshops: The next phase of Beyond Words started in November 

2021 with an online workshop series focused on the conceptualisation 

and writing of middle grade books. The workshops were conducted in 

CMT and took place over the course of four weeks for each language. 

Workshop participants were instructed and guided by facilitators Lin 

Che-chang (Chinese), Nur Khairiah (Malay) and Era Natarasan (Tamil) 

in creating engaging stories for children aged eight (8) to 12 years. The 

objective of the workshops was for participants to complete the first 

three (3) chapters of a manuscript which they could submit to apply for 

the mentorships. 

XII. Over the four workshop sessions, participants were provided with 

instruction in writing for children and with writing assignments to 

complete. The facilitators provided feedback at every turn to help them 

improve on their manuscript.  

XIII. Each of the workshop sessions attracted a healthy number of 

participants who completed the course throughout the four-week 

duration. In total, 54 participants (Chinese: 17; Malay: 22; Tamil: 15) took 

part. Workshop participants gave strong, positive feedback of their 

experience of participating in the sessions, appreciating not only the 

sharing, but also the critique provided by the facilitators. Some of the 

comments included: 

“Very well planned and executed workshop! Thank you for this experience!” 

– Umayal Thiruselvam    
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“Thank you for taking us step by step writing a novel, gave us confidence to 

write a novel.” 

– Jensrani  

XIV. Mentorship: With the conclusion of the workshops in February 2022, the 

next phase would be the mentorships for writers to develop potential 

manuscripts suitable for future publication. SBC would be sending out 

the call for applications in April 2022.  

XV. SBC aims to have a minimum of six mentees working in each mother 

tongue language. The mentorship will take place over a duration of 

three months. During this period, mentees will be guided by designated 

mentors who are well-established writers to create a MG book 

manuscript. The manuscript can then be submitted for assessment of the 

next phase of publication.  The final published books will be launched at 

AFCC 2023.    

XVI. Please refer to Annex E for a full list of programmes organised to date. 

 

 

C. Singapore Translation Symposium 

I. In conjunction with International Translation Day, Singapore Book 

Council organised its first Singapore Translation Symposium on 25 Sep 

2021. 

II. The Symposium convened both local and international translators and 

writers in a series of talks and discussions to examine pertinent issues and 

topics, as well as explore opportunities for collaboration and 

knowledge-sharing.  

III. The Symposium was planned as a hybrid event with an in-person award 

ceremony to honour two translation pioneers, 杨贵谊 (Dr Yang Quee Yee) 

and 陈妙华 (Madam Chan Maw Woh). With the spike in the number of 

COVID-19 cases, the awards ceremony was eventually conducted with 

no guests. It was live-streamed from The Arts House onto the SBC 

Facebook and website. Only the Guest-of-Honour Ms Low Yen Ling, 

Minister of State for the Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth, and 
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the Ministry of Trade and Industry, SBC’s Chairperson, the award 

recipients, speakers, crew and staff were present. 

IV. Ms Low presented the inaugural SBC Achievement Award to Dr Yang 

and Madam Chan in recognition of their contribution in the field of 

translation and bridging the Malay-Chinese communities. 

V. Following the first session “Translation Pioneers: A Tribute To 陈妙华 and 杨

贵谊”, we organised three other virtual panel discussions: “Translating 

Sing Lit”; “人在江湖: The Joys And Perils Of Translating Jin Yong’s Novels”; 

and “Translation Across Borders: Voices From Sea And South Asia.” The 

last session was organised in partnership with Commonwealth Writers, a 

cultural initiative of the Commonwealth Foundation. 

VI. A public programme, “Let’s Translate!” was co-organised with Sing Lit 

Station to show that translation is accessible and that it is a part of our 

daily lives. The programme comprised a series of translation challenges 

of extracts from the works of SLP winners. The extracts were uploaded on 

the SBC and SingPoWriMo Facebook pages and participants were 

invited to try translating the extracts into English. The series of activities 

culminated in a panel on International Translation Day. During the panel, 

the authors shared that they found the translation and interpretation of 

their works interesting, especially the example in which a participant 

recreated the prose extract into a poem.   

VII. The Symposium was supported by a grant from the National Translation 

Committee, which helped defray part of the costs and we were able to 

make the sessions available for free. Collaborations with Sing Lit Station 

and the Commonwealth Writers allowed us to tap on their expertise as 

well as extend the reach of the programmes through co-marketing. 

VIII. The symposium was well-received by SBC’s stakeholders. Some of the 

comments included: 

 “Syabas dan tahniah Puan Chan dan suami anda, Dr Yang. Sumbang 

bakti dan jasa anda berdua sangat-sangat kami hargai dan sanjung 

tinggi.” (Good job and congratulations Mrs Chan and your husband Dr 
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Yang. Your contribution and service is very much appreciated and 

honoured.) 

— Kartika Dewi Suraidi 

“祝贺杨贵谊与陈妙华两位前辈双双荣获大奖! (Congratulations to Dr Yang 

and Mdm Chan for receiving the SBC Achievement Award!)” 

— 林子 

“Definitely thank you very much; [session 3 人在江湖: The Joys And Perils 

Of Translating Jin Yong’s Novels] was very illuminating.” 

— Shuku Kusanagi-Li 

“I am just so happy to be invited here with all of you and to be able to 

speak like this. I think all of the things that you are doing are really 

wonderful!” 

– Subashree Krishnaswamy, speaker 

 

IX. A total of 383 people registered for the Symposium. Please refer to Annex 

F for session details. 

 

D. Read! Fest 2021 

I. Read! Fest 2021, organised by the National Library Board (NLB), took 

place virtually from 25 Jun to 18 Jul. With the overall theme “Reboot”, 

the festival was anchored on 12 key books and topics ranging from 

nature and work to identity and technology.  

II. As part of SBC’s partnership with NLB, we organised an online panel 

discussion featuring SLP writers Marylyn Tan, Samsudin Said, Yousuf 

Rowther Rajid and Yolanda Yu (Yuan Fei).  

III. The online panel discussion, titled “My Life Through Posts and Tweets”, 

focused on the topic of tech-social media and identity. The writers, who 

write in the four languages, reflected on the all-encompassing influence 

of social media and its role in their writing careers and personal lives. The 

session was moderated by Oniatta Effendi.  
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IV. It was livestreamed on 6 July, 6.30pm – 7.30pm on National Reading 

Movement’s Facebook page. We also shared the stream on the SBC 

Facebook page. The video has since garnered over 417 views. 

THRUST 3: Regional Literary Exchanges 

I. This thrust aims to facilitate and encourage literary exchanges with our 

counterparts in Southeast Asia. However, as travel restrictions were still in 

place, no actual visits were possible.  

II. However, we continued our partnerships with literary organisations from 

the region for AFCC and the Singapore Translation Symposium.  

III. For AFCC, we worked with the Country of Focus (COF) partner PUBAT on 

the COF: Thailand programmes as well as the co-translation project. 

Please refer to pages 9–10 for more details. 

IV. In addition, SBC was commissioned by the Singapore Writers Festival 

(SWF) to curate the Southeast Asian focus programmes. This commission 

allowed us to build on and strengthen our efforts to engage with SEA 

writers, as well as those from the SEA diaspora. Please refer to pages 31–

32 for more details. 

 

 

A. AFCC Circle 

V. AFCC has been featuring a number of our SEA and Asian neighbours 

over the years as the Country of Focus (COF) , leveraging “books 

diplomacy” to promote and strengthen cross-cultural efforts, and 

market opportunities. Some of the SEA countries have included 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines and Thailand. We have also 

worked with the various country partners on collaborative book projects 

that involved writers and illustrators from both countries, as well as 

translating titles into our respective languages. These collaborations 

have strengthened our cross-cultural ties, while also promoting Sing Lit 

through the publication and sale of Singapore titles. 
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VI. To build on all these fruitful efforts and partnerships, we plan to roll out 

the AFCC Circle initiative in 2022. We will work with our country partners 

to organise virtual exchange programmes (or in-person when it is 

possible), which can be part of their respective major book events. This 

initiative will provide a platform for Singapore writers and publishers to 

be exposed to a wider market, and build a SEA network for our writers 

and publishers.  

VII. We aim to launch the inaugural AFCC Circle initiative in Bangkok in 

October 2022, working with our Thai partners from AFCC 2021. 

THRUST 4: Community Engagement 

I. As part of our effort to deepen our engagement with the community 

and to reach out to a greater and more diverse audiences, SBC 

continues to collaborate with several organisations such as the 

Singapore Book Publishers Association, Sing Lit Station, City Book Room 

and Centre 42 on a number of programmes, including the 2021 edition 

of Sing Lit: Read Our World (rebranded from #BuySingLit).  

II. As mentioned under Thrust 2 (Diverse Multilingual Sing Lit), SBC is also 

working on strengthening our partnerships with the Chinese, Malay and 

Tamil literary communities through stronger CMT programming. 

III. SBC is also exploring collaborations with organisations from other art 

forms such as Nam Hwa Opera and GroundZ-0 to diversify our 

partnerships and audiences as well as programme multi-disciplinary 

events. 

 

A. Sing Lit: Read Our World (rebranded from #BuySingLit) 

I. Over the past four editions, the #BuySingLit (BSL) movement has 

enabled Singaporeans to appreciate and embrace Singapore’s 

literature more actively alongside the many homegrown writers, book 

publishers, retailers and literary non-profits.  

II. While the movement objectives and goals still remain largely relevant 

and urgent, it was no longer possible to ignore feedback from past 
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participants and organisers on the downside of the tightly-compressed 

two-week movement period only in March annually.  

III. Starting with the 2021 edition, the movement saw a few important 

changes. The Working Committee has been reconfigured with a core 

steering committee, which was much smaller than the original working 

committee.  

IV. The steering committee drives the programmes, marketing and 

outreach plans collectively. Within the core committee, a group of 

publishers further banded to form the Marketing Module that will 

oversee the marketing and branding campaigns. 

Table 2: #BuySingLit steering committee members 

Steering Committee Advisory 

Committee 

Programme-focused 

members: 

• Sing Lit Station 

• Singapore Book Council 

• Singapore Book 

Publishers Association 

Marketing Module: 

• Asiapac Books 

• City Book Room 

• Ethos Books 

• Landmark Books 

• Marshall Cavendish 

All past 

committee 

members 

 

V. The steering committee proposed to extend the movement to include 

year-round programmes to ensure the continuous engagement with the 

community.  

VI. The committee also worked on rebranding the movement, which 

involved changing the tagline to Sing Lit: Read Our World in an attempt 

to encourage a deeper identification with the various audiences.  

VII. All members of the previous Working Committee were invited to be on 

the Advisory Committee. They will be engaged on a programme basis 

for ideas and collaborations. 

VIII. SBC is no longer the appointed Secretariat for BSL. We will instead focus 

on mother tongue (MT) language programmes titled My Sing Lit. SBC will 

roll out literary programmes that would engage the various MT 
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communities and raise awareness of Sing Lit in Chinese, Malay and Tamil 

in a more targeted approach.  

IX. SBC planned for the Malay My Sing Lit in October, Chinese My Sing Lit in 

December during the school holidays and the Tamil My Sing Lit in April 

to coincide with the Tamil Language Festival. 

X. Malay My Sing Lit (MSL): The Malay programmes were to kickstart SBC’s 

My Sing Lit Day. MSL Malay had two umbrella programmes. We 

partnered with Nadiputra to present a new edition of Puisirama and 

worked with Unggun Creative to organise a Malay Poetry Bootcamp for 

teens.  

XI. As the name Puisirama suggests, Nadiputra invited poets who would like 

to try adapting their poem into a short drama under his guidance to join 

the project. Three poets were selected and worked with Nadiputra to 

script the poem and to produce it into a 10-minute video. Nadiputra 

chose the poems not just for their art but for what he felt was reflective 

of the community. 

XII. Due to production delays, the videos were eventually launched only in 

early 2022 instead of December 2021 . 

XIII. Together with Unggun Creative, we created four short, introductory 

videos on poetry writing as part of the Malay Poetry Bootcamp. These 

were offered free on the SBC website for interested participants before 

they submitted their application for the bootcamp. These resources 

would be included in SBC’s longer-term resource offering that schools 

and aspiring writers can tap on at no cost. 

XIV. The bootcamp itself spread over two half days each beginning with a 

lecture by an established poet followed by a workshopping session with 

either Farihan Bahron or Khairool Haque. The groups swapped 

facilitators for the sessions so they had a chance to work on their poems 

with two different facilitators. The speakers were Suratman Markasan 

and Hamed Ismail. 

 

Table 3: Programme Schedule for Malay Poetry Bootcamp 
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Date Time Description 

15 

Mar 

(Tue) 

10am-

11am 

Lecture: Moments of Writing Poetry by 

Hamed Ismail 

11.15am – 

12.30pm 

Workshop: Farihan Bahron and Khairool 

Haque 

16 

Mar 

(Wed) 

10am-

11am 

Lecture: A Talk on Poetry by Suratman 

Markasan 

11.15am – 

12.30pm 

Workshop: Farihan Bahron and Khairool 

Haque 

 

XV. There were 22 participants for the bootcamp, 13 of whom were from 

schools. The participants were encouraged to create a video recording 

of a reading of the poem. Ten videos were submitted and would be 

showcased on SBC’s socials in April 2022. 

XVI. Chinese My Sing Lit: SBC co-presented six Chinese programmes on 4 

December 2021 with Maha Yu Yi, City Book Room and Su Zhangkai 

(Nam Hwa Opera) to focus on raising awareness of Sing Lit in Chinese. 

XVII. The six programmes were catered for both children and adults and 

included the production of a video, online storytelling sessions and 

hybrid workshops. Please see Annex G for the full list of programmes.  

XVIII. The storytelling sessions and literary workshops co-presented with Maha 

Yu Yi and City Book Room respectively had more than 150 attendees. 

The short video on traditional Chinese opera produced by Su Zhangkai 

/ Nam Hwa Opera had since garnered over 2,700 views and more than 

400 shares on SBC Facebook page. 

XIX. The appointed PR, media and creative agency, Hoffman Agency, 

created media interview opportunities and gained media coverage 

from several outlets, including The Peak and The Reading Room, for the 

events.  

XX. Overall, the programmes were successful in introducing Chinese Sing Lit 

and authors to the attendees. All programmes had received positive 
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feedback that the facilitators were engaging and the attendees had 

fun while appreciating the Chinese works. 

 

B. SBC Community Night 

I. Community Night commemorates SBC’s birthday on December 19 and 

is an opportunity for SBC to celebrate our ties and relationships with our 

various stakeholders and partners.  

II. Community Night 2021 was organised in collaboration with the Republic 

Polytechnic. A group of Arts and Theatre Management final year 

students proposed and managed the virtual programme under the 

guidance of their supervisor. This was their final year project. Two SBC 

staff provided the industry guidance.  

III. The theme for the night was “_______ Forward”. We invited our guests to 

complete the phrase and created a visual on mentimeter with the 

responses. Popular words included “together”, “moving”, “focus” and 

“step”, reflective of the sentiments of the day. 

IV. The session was conducted on Gather, a video chat platform facilitated 

through a designed virtual world. The students constructed a “town” for 

the event to provide an immersive experience. They also created 

various rooms and alcoves in the “town”, and included various elements 

or fixtures associated with SBC. Videos produced by the SBC team over 

the past year were also included for participants to view.  

V. We also organised two games around Sing Lit books and authors, which 

were hosted by poet Crispin Rodrigues. More than 40 guests attended 

the event.   

VI. We conducted a pre- and post-event tour of the space and based on 

the questions and interest shown by a few of the invited guests, the 

platform has potential to be used for more virtual programmes.  

 

C. Singapore Writers Festival 2021 – SEA Focus 

I. The Singapore Writers Festival commissioned SBC to curate the SEA 

Focus programme, highlighting the works of writers in the Southeast 

Asian region. Theme for SWF this year is “Guilty Pleasures”.  
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II. SBC proposed a line-up of eight online panel discussions and a horror 

storytelling segment. After some discussion, we settled on six panel 

discussions and a horror storytelling show featuring local storytellers.  

III. The SEA Focus programme featured four pre-recorded online panel 

discussions with two live-streamed sessions, while the horror storytelling 

segment would be live-streamed during the festival weekends. SWF ran 

from 5–14 Nov. Please see the full list of the programmes as follows. 

 

Table 3: SWF SEA Focus programmes 

 Title of programmes Featured speakers and 

storytellers 

1 For the (Young) Love of SEA Lanuza, Yangsze Choo, Ziggy 

Zezsyazeoviennazabrizkie 

2 From Disposable to 

Desirable: Talking Trash 

about Comics 

Huang Pei-Shan, K.S., Tian 

Veasna  

3 Hunger Pang Gang Chawadee Nualkhair, 

Christopher Tan, Lara Lee  

4 Frontiers of Fantasy: Diving 

into Superstitions 

 

Hoa Pham, Zen Cho, Jocelyn 

Suarez 

5 A Walk in My Shoes  

 

Khue Pham, Hoa Nguyen, 

Souvankham Thammavongsa  

6 Concrete Jungle Esther Vincent, Rina Garcia 

Chua, Pitchaya Sudbanthad  

7 Writing in the Dark 

(storytelling segment) 

Grace Kalaiselvi, Kamini 

Ramachandran, Roger Jenkins 

and Rosemarie Somaiah 

 

D. Words Go Round 2022 

I. SBC has been commissioned to curate and manage programmes for 

preschool and primary school for Words Go Round (WGR) 2022. This is 

the second year which we are participating in WGR but this year it is on 

a much larger scale as we take on the additional role of managing the 

actual school bookings on top of curating the programmes and the on-

site management. 
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II. Now entering its 12th edition, WGR 2022 has expanded into a standalone, 

multilingual slate of programmes in English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil.  

III. Compared to WGR 2021, this year’s WGR would be a larger scale event 

as it would take place across ten weeks from 23 May to 29 July, either 

in-person or virtually. In addition, we would be managing the school 

enquiries and bookings, microsite as well as marketing and outreach 

efforts. 

IV. When we were preparing the proposal in November last year, we 

consulted educators to seek their advice and suggestions on 

programmatic themes, presentation formats and selection of authors.  

V. As such, we have curated a total of 20 storytelling sessions, talks and 

creative writing workshops by 25 Singaporean and international authors 

from India, Australia, Taiwan, UK and US. Please see Annex H  for the full 

list of presenters and programme titles. 

VI. The proposed programmes were curated to cultivate the love for 

reading, promote Singapore literature, develop 21st century 

competencies through literary arts and to encourage an appreciation 

of culture and heritage.  

VII. The themes of the programmes include emotional literacy, friendship, 

diversity, animal and wildlife conservation, as well as appreciation of 

different genres of literature and mother tongue languages.  

3. Marketing 

A. The Impact of COVID-19 on SBC’s digitalisation, marketing, and PR efforts 

II. Like many nonprofit organisations and charities, SBC felt the impact of 

the COVID-19 pandemic on its revenue streams. The pandemic also 

significantly changed the operational nature of SBC, precipitating a 

conversion of the majority of SBC’s programmes to an online format. 

Although the easing of measures during the first quarter of 2022 provides 

hope that the industry and larger society have a route back to 

embracing the old normal, SBC has established that delivering 

programmes in a hybrid manner will be its direction moving forward. 
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III. SBC’s direction dovetails with the whole of government’s “first priority” to 

“strengthen [the country’s] digital capabilities” announced during 

Budget 2022’s statement in February 2022 1 . SBC recognises the 

increased reliance on digitalisation and online platforms as a means of 

content delivery. To enhance its organisational capabilities, it has fully 

utilised the National Arts Council (NAC)’s Organisational Transformation 

Grant (OTG). A shift towards digitalisation has meant that SBC’s 

marketing and communication efforts would evolve in tandem with 

these changed circumstances. In doing so, SBC’s marketing team faced 

several challenges and note some observations in its efforts to support 

the organisation.  

IV. Organisational Development and Digitalisation: SBC launched a newly 

revamped website in June 2021, after delays due to the pandemic. The 

new SBC website has been remodelled to elevate user experience, in 

line with the latest UX/UI interfaces. Some of the key objectives behind 

the website revamp were to provide an online platform capable of 

supporting SBC’s increased digital programmes, while allowing users to 

peruse its latest offerings with ease in a structured and segmented 

manner. SBC’s application for the VCF-ICT grant supported by NCSS 

enabled the organisation to have some subsidy on the website revamp. 

Since the revamp, the new SBC website has seen a 36% increase in page 

views, and a 135% increase in time spent on site, indicating that its 

structure and content have increased resonance and interest with its 

audience.  

V. To improve its targeted marketing and outreach efforts, SBC also 

engaged the software company Deegix, which revamped the SBC 

website, to develop a repository database that would function as a 

central repository of the organisation’s contacts. This would enable staff 

in the organisation to manage communication with their respective 

                                                           
1 Lin, C. 18 Feb 2022, from https://www.channelnewsasia.com/singapore/budget-2022-first-priority-

strengthen-digital-capabilities-push-innovation-also-agenda-2506491  
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stakeholders in a more efficient manner. With its increased focus on 

multilingual programmes, the use of the repository database will also be 

crucial in targeting Chinese, Malay and Tamil writers and literary 

communities. 

VI. SBC also successfully applied to two tracks of the Organisation 

Transformation Grant for two projects. The first project was to develop a 

series of customised dashboards from Power BI, a business insights tool, 

as part of SBC’s digitlaisation plans. The second project was a 

collaboration with four other MC arts organisations: ArtsWok, OH! Open 

House, The Finger Players and Theatre Practice. The project focused on  

creating a donation management system and fundraising toolkit and 

insights report.   

VII. While the organisation has made commendable headway in improving 

its digital assets, it lacks the wherewithal to use these assets in a 

productive and efficient manner. As the organisation does not have any 

employees that are trained in html, coding and UX/UI (user 

experience/user interface), it presently spends an inordinate time and 

manpower updating its revamped website with new programmes. To 

address this and make sustained progress in its digitalisation efforts, SBC 

will need to provision for a permanent headcount with the necessary 

skillsets to ensure that smooth execution and implementation of its 

projects. 

VIII. Marketing: With significant regional consumer shifts towards digital 

consumption 2 , SBC shifted the majority of its marketing efforts and 

collaterals online. Both members of the marketing team were present for 

the Anugerah Persuratan award ceremony by facilitating interviews and 

live social media updates. The organisation also showed adaptability in 

supporting the entire AFCC online by community managing its 

attendees and adopting a split-team arrangement for SBC Academy 

programmes like the Singapore Translation Symposium. It has embraced 

a more digital and data-driven approach to its marketing efforts by 

                                                           
2SYNC Southeast Asia 2020 report 
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utilising link tracking and Google Advertising in place of traditional 

below-the-line marketing collaterals like flyers and brochures. The two 

main print collaterals were the programme booklets for AFCC and the 

Singapore Translation Symposium. The development of the Power BI 

software for organisation-wide use is spearheaded by SBC’s Marketing 

staff, with grant support from OTG. The business insights of the 

dashboards from this software range from revenue to audience 

segmentation. This in-depth consumer insights will guide SBC’s business 

and a marketing decisions and enable the organisation to utilise its 

modest resources as effectively as possible.   

IX. Communications and PR: The hybridised nature of SBC’s programmes 

and the evolving nature of work have also influenced SBC’s approach 

to communication and PR. Several of SBC’s media interviewees were 

over the age of 65, and in-person interviews had to be facilitated while 

prioritising the safety of all parties. In 2021, reporters also expressed a 

reluctance in covering events in-person, and preferred to touch base 

with newsmakers prior to SBC events. In contrast, the #BuySingLit 

rebranding to Sing Lit: Read Our World gained significant traction. The 

working committee for the Sing Lit: Read Our World movement engaged 

the services of the Hoffman Agency, a global public relations firm, to 

engage the media for coverage across its various programmes. This 

resulted in close to 200 pieces of coverage. SBC will improve its media 

engagements by timing its media and press releases one month prior to 

its events moving, to enable sufficient preparation for media coverage 

of its programmes. SBC will also take note of the media agencies and 

tactics that the Hoffman Agency utilised to expand media mileage for 

the Sing Lit: Read Our World campaign. Notwithstanding the following 

areas of improvement, we also understand the value of engaging a 

dedicated team of PR specialists in amplifying SBC’s programmes in the 

media.  

 

B. AFCC: A Disrupted Festival 
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I. SBC had been making preparations for AFCC 2021 to be its first hybrid 

edition since late 2020, with planning informed by audience sentiment 

that attendees missed the buzz of a physical festival. Up to late April 2021 

to early May 2021, COVID-19 cases had stabilised and there was talk of 

further reopening across the country.  

II. However, a spike in COVID-19 cases by mid-May 2021 had resulted in 

tighter measures to curb its spread. Notably, public places of interest 

including libraries’ operating capacity was reduced to 25%. This 

prompted SBC to make notable changes/considerations to the Asian 

Festival of Children’s Content (AFCC). 

III. As AFCC was planned to be held at the National Library building, SBC 

had to reconsider the nature of the earlier-publicised hybrid festival, and 

how many programmes could be held in-person. 

IV. All publicity for AFCC prior to May 14 had positioned AFCC 2021 as “its 

first hybrid version”, an angle that SBC eventually had to rescind. 

V. Masterclasses and separately-ticketed events were initially slated to 

remain physical events, before these events too were shifted online a 

week before the festival commenced. 

VI. These adjustments then had a trickle-down effect on SBC’s marketing 

and communication preparations for AFCC. The last two weeks leading 

up to the festival, which were planned for a last push for ticket sales, 

were spent entirely updating notices on AFCC’s online platforms and 

informing changes to media partners. 

VII. There was reduced interest in media coverage for AFCC, as most news 

and lifestyle portals focused their content on coverage of the restricted 

measures and the effects of COVID-19. 

VIII. The many adjustments to SBC’s programmes and the vacillations in 

planning caused by the unpredictability of COVID-19 severely affected 

SBC’s marketing efforts for AFCC.  

IX. However, there were other challenges faced in promoting the festival. 

There was a shorter runway leading up to 2021’s festival, as AFCC 2020 

took place in October 2020.  
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X. Additionally, the SBC’s marketing team were also supporting the media 

relations and on-site publicity of Anugerah Persuratan in early April. That, 

combined with preparations for the new SBC website and the changing 

roster in the marketing team, were notable factors that interfered with 

AFCC 2021 preparations. 

XI. Despite these challenges, SBC was able to improve on ticket sales from 

AFCC 2020 by having programme and marketing teams work in close 

cooperation.  

 

C. Celebrating Translation Pioneers 

I. SBC organised the first Singapore Translation Symposium in September 

2021 to manifest its goals to promote a multilingual literary arts sector. 

The highlight of the symposium was the first SBC Achievement Award, 

which was presented to translation pioneers 陈妙华(Chan Maw Woh) 

and 杨贵谊(Yang Quee Yee).  

II. With the recruitment of a Marketing Manager, the Marketing team was 

able to engage the services of video content creators Moochi Creative 

to prepare a tribute video featuring the translation pioneers.  

III. The SBC Marketing team also supported the Singapore Translation 

Symposium by: 

a. Updating the SBC website with programme information. 

b. Planning the layout and production of the programme booklet. 

c. Engaging and working with a freelancer to produce key visuals 

and adaptations of the symposium. 

d. Managing media coverage of the event. 

IV. To deliver a better quality of work, both marketing and programme 

teams will need to commit an equal weight of manpower and effort to 

updating the website and programme booklet for its future indicatives. 

V. Marketing outcomes should be proportionally pegged to the funds 

available for production of collaterals and advertising. 

 

D. Summary of SBC’s Marcomms Efforts 
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Table: Summary of SBC’s Marcomms Efforts 

 

Event/ Item 

 
PR Digital Media Collaterals 

Asian Festival of 

Children’s Content  
Three Press Releases  

 

Five Online articles 

One Print Article  

One online listing: Two 

mentions 

Facebook 

 

Instagram 

e-Newsletter  

Google AdWords 

 

e-signatures 

Website banners 

Email invites 

Website listings  

Dedicated eDMs 

300 programme 

booklets 

 

 

 

 

Singapore Translation 

Symposium  
Three Press Releases  

Three online articles 

Three social media 

features 

Two print mentions 

One full page article 

One video feature 

One magazine 

feature 

Facebook 

 

Instagram 

e-Newsletter  

 

e-signatures 

Website banners 

Email invites 

Website listings 

Dedicated eDMs 

400 ceremony 

booklets 

 

Other programmes Nil Facebook 

 

Instagram 

e-Newsletter  

 

e-signatures 

Website banners 

Website listings 

Nil 

 

 

E. SBC’s Digital Growth 

 

Table: SBC’s Digital Growth 
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Item Platform 1 April 2021 

Subscribers/ 

Followers/ 

Page Likes 

30 Sep 2021 

Subscriber/  

Followers/ 

Page Likes 

Metrics Amount of 

Increase for 

followers/    

Users 

Newsletter Mailchimp 13,853 14,437 16.34%  

Open Rate 

584 or 

4.23% 

SBC 

 

Facebook 7,208 6,789 153,257 

Reached 

-419 or          -

5.81% 

Instagram 1,414 1,598 1,815 

Reached 

184 or 13.01% 

Twitter 846 854 5,759 

Impressions 

8 or 0.95% 

Website   10,439 Users 610% increase 

AFCC 

 

Facebook 9,403 9,011 47,963 Reach -392 or        -

4.17% 

Instagram 1,908 2,055 1,426 Reach 147 or 7.7% 

Twitter 365 378 474 

Impressions 

13 or 3.56% 

Website   13,489 Users 98.34% 

increase 

 

F. Observations and Future 

I. SBC’s revamped website, along with the new SEO practices in places, has 

significantly increased web traffic to its website. Besides the notable 

increase in engagement mentioned in IV, there has been a more than 

five-fold increase in visitors to SBC’s website. While operational challenges 

should be improved, it is worth noting that the new website put in place 

has significantly raised SBC’s digital presence.   

II. By utilising link tracking for its paid programmes, we observed that social 

media marketing is a useful avenue for awareness, but email marketing 

and establishing positive SEO practices are crucial for driving paid 

conversions.  

III. Please see Annex I for selected media coverage. 
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Annex A: Full list of programmes organised by SBC 

List of programmes organised by Singapore Book Council from April 2021 to March 

2022. 

 Programme Description 

1 Asian Festival of Children’s Content 

(AFCC) 

 

SBC’s flagship literary festival that spans 

multiple days and over 70 sessions 

including lectures, panels and workshops. 

2 OPEN SBC’s outreach and training programme 

for youths. Programmes include workshops 

as part of the Singapore Kindness Write for 

Kindness Competition and National 

Schools Literature Festival. 

3 SBC Academy 

 

SBC’s training arm with year-round 

workshops that develop the industry. 

4 SBC CAMPUS SBC’s year-round schools outreach 

programme that includes specially 

curated programmes for the Central CDC 

and Yuhua LEAPS 

5 Read Fest!  

Panel with SLP Winners 

Outreach and collaboration with NLB to 

highlight Singapore writers. 

6 SBC Community Night Community outreach and networking 

session for SBC partners and stakeholders. 

7 Animal Stories and the Unpacking of 

the Stories in Malay  

Publication and programmes that help 

teachers use the published Malay books. 

8 Anugerah Persuratan Malay literary award commissioned by the 

Malay Language Council 

9 Beyond Words: Developing 

Children’s Literature 

A commission by NAC to develop writers 

in CMT Middle Grade books 

10 Singapore Writers Festival: SEA Focus A commission by Arts House Limited to 

produce programmes with a SEA focus 

11 Sing Lit Read Our World, My Sing Lit  SBC was awarded funding to present 

programmes to further the interest in CMT 

Singaporean literature.  
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Annex B: Academy Workshops 

List of workshops run by Singapore Book Council Academy from April 2021 to March 

2022. 

No Date Title Synopsis Trainer No. of 

Attendees / 

Participants 

1. 10,11 

& 18 

Apr 

2021 

Picture Book 

Matters  

(Virtual) 

A workshop for aspiring 

and emerging picture 

book writers and illustrators 

in Asia. 

Debasmita 

Dasgupta & 

Eva Wong 

Nava 

3 

2 24 Jun 

2021 

The Podcasting 

Way 

(Virtual) 

Podcast host, Nat Amoore 

will demonstrate how to 

create a podcast. 

Nat Amoore 21 

3 10,17 

24 & 

31 Jul 

2021 

Triumphant: 

Developing a 

Short Memoir 

About 

Overcoming 

the Odds 

(In-person) 

This course will help 

participants write a short 

memoir of how they faced 

a particular difficulty and 

survived. 

Verena Tay 5 

4 14 

Aug 

2021 

Embark on Your 

Travel (Writing) 

(In-person) 

Amazon #1 bestselling 

travel book author, Shivaji 

Das will share tips about 

travel writing for the digital 

platform. 

Shivaji Das 8 

5 21 & 

28 

Aug 

2021 

Introduction to 

Storytelling I & II 

(In-person) 

This hands-on training 

provides participants with 

a firm grounding in 

storytelling skills.  

Sheila Wee 14 

6 18 Sep 

2021 

Getting Started 

on Your Family 

Story 

(In-person) 

Author-historians share 

about how to create 

family stories. 

Stephanie Ho 

& Jaime Koh 

15 

7 14 Oct 

2021 

Ask Me – 

Conversation 

with a Literary 

Agent 

This talk will be a short 

introduction to getting the 

manuscript ready to pitch 

to an agent.  

Jayapriya 

Vasudevan 

Suffian Hakim 

(moderator) 

17 

8 23 Oct 

2021 

The Art of Self-

Care: The 

Beauty of 

Journaling 

Understand how to write 

ourselves into better 

wellbeing, to experience 

the healing power of 

words.  

Desmond Kon 7 

9 20 Nov 

2021 

Food Writing – 

With a Purpose 

Using analogies of seeds 

and gardening as an 

Tan Dee May 5 
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No Date Title Synopsis Trainer No. of 

Attendees / 

Participants 

outline, Tan Dee May will 

share her thought process 

in beginning a 

conversation with food. 

10 24 Nov 

2021 

Page-To-Stage: 

Adapting Sing 

Lit to Singapore 

Theatre 

The panel will discuss the 

approaches and 

techniques in creating 

plays inspired by and 

adapted from local 

literature! 

This panel is co-hosted by 

Centre 42. 

Alfian Sa'at, 

Jean Tay and 

Neo Hai Bin 

Charlene 

Shepherdson 

(moderator) 

 

 

Livestreamed 

 

81 

(registered) 

 707 (views) 

11 25 Nov 

2021 

New Copyright 

Act: How 

Changes Will 

Affect Writers 

and Content 

Creators 

The webinar will cut 

through the legalese to 

highlight the key changes 

of the overhaul of the 

Singapore Copyright Act 

and its impact on writers, 

illustrators and publishers. 

Presented in collaboration 

with CLASS 

Low Pin-Ping, 

Bird & Bird 

 

Livestreamed 

 

40 (actual) 

123 (views) 

12 27 Nov 

2021 

Common to 

Compelling: 

Make Ordinary 

Characters 

Memorable 

Participants will learn how 

to analyse character 

building in texts, develop 

their own characters for 

fiction or non-fiction and 

critique characters 

Akshita 

Nanda 

4 

13 28 Nov 

2021 

Page-To-Stage: 

Adapting 

History with 

Jean Tay 

Through hands-on 

exercises, participants will 

be introduced to the 

fundamentals of dramatic 

writing, and learn how to 

create compelling 

characters and dramatic 

scenarios.  

Jean Tay 9 

14 4 Dec 

2021 

Page-To-Stage: 

Adapting Short 

Fiction with 

Alfian Sa’at 

Participants will be led 

through a series of 

exercises to help them 

extract the various units of 

a short story—characters, 

plot and setting—and 

reassemble them in the 

form of a play.  

Alfian Sa’at 10 
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No Date Title Synopsis Trainer No. of 

Attendees / 

Participants 

15 19, 26 

Feb & 

5 & 12 

Mar 

2022 

Short Story 

Intensive: 

Developing 

Your Craft 

Over four weeks, 

participants will review the 

various elements of fiction 

and develop the first draft 

of a new short story (3000 

words) from scratch using 

various prompts and 

exercises; and receive 

feedback from both 

participants and the 

facilitator on how to 

improve this short story. 

Verena Tay 6 

16 19 Mar 

2022 

The Making of 

Poetry - Editing 

and Revising  

The workshop is on the art 

of revisioning, of seeing the 

poem as embodiment, as 

having a tangible body, 

and on working with 

palpable poetic forms and 

engaging with poetry as 

an act of making and 

shaping.  

Boey Kim 

Cheng 

13 

17 20 Mar 

2022 

Translating 

Multicultural 

Contexts – 

Theory (Zoom) 

In these two three-hour 

workshops, participants 

will delve into the theory 

and practical aspects of 

translating contexts. They 

will dig into the contexts 

and worlds of the stories 

that they are translating, 

learning how forming their 

own translation philosophy 

and ethics can aid in 

translating their literary 

texts.  

Christina Ng 4 

18 27 Mar 

2022 

Translating 

Multicultural 

Contexts – 

Practical (In-

person) 

Christina Ng 3 
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Annex C: Campus Workshops 

Full list of workshops run by Singapore Book Council Campus from April 2021 to March 

2022. 

No Date Digital 

/ In-

person 

Workshop Title Synopsis Trainer School No. 

of 

Pax 

1 20 

Apr 

2021 

In-

person 

Feeding the 

Creative Process: 

Finding 

Inspirations to 

Write Your Own 

Awesome Story 

The session 

explores 

techniques to 

find inspirations 

in unlikely 

places to help 

students write 

their own short 

stories. 

 

Sim Ee 

Waun 

Fuchun 

Secondary 

School 

21 

2 Melanie 

Lee 

26 

3 Felix 

Cheong 

22 

4 O Thiam 

Chin 

28 

5 Desmond 

Kon 

35 

6 20 

Apr 

2021 

In-

perosn 

Writing from 

Scratch: 

Narrative Writing 

from A to Z 

The session 

helps students 

to learn how to 

develop a 

cohesive piece 

of flash fiction 

for both 

educational 

and creative 

purposes.  

 

Yeow Kai 

Chai 

Fuchun 

Secondary 

School 

22 

7 29 

Apr 

2021 

In-

person 

Curious Together: 

Using Illustrations 

& Poetry to 

Create 

Narratives 

The session 

explores 

collaborative 

expressions 

using both 

poetry and 

images to tell 

compelling, 

culturally 

Loh Guan 

Liang 

Victoria 

School 

21 

8 30 

Apr 

2021 

In-

person 

Darel Seow 24 
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No Date Digital 

/ In-

person 

Workshop Title Synopsis Trainer School No. 

of 

Pax 

anchored and 

personal stories.  

 

9 25 

May 

2021 

Digital Writing from 

Scratch: 

Narrative Writing 

from A to Z 

The session 

helps students 

to learn how to 

develop a 

cohesive piece 

of flash fiction 

for both 

educational 

and creative 

purposes.  

 

O Thiam 

Chin 

Unity 

Secondary 

School 

17 

10 2, 9, 

16, 

23 

Jun 

2021 

Digital Online storytelling 

workshop (for Tier 

1 students) 

The session 

includes 

storytelling and 

interactive 

activities such 

as creative 

writing, 

illustrations, craft 

and 

presentations. 

 

Low Ying 

Ping 

Central 

Singapore 

Community 

Development 

Council 

 

20 

11 15, 

22 

Jun 

2021 

Digital Online storytelling 

workshop (for Tier 

1 students) 

The session 

includes 

storytelling and 

interactive 

activities such 

as creative 

writing, 

illustrations, craft 

and 

presentations. 

 

Jeffrey Tan Central 

Singapore 

Community 

Development 

Council 

26 

12 16, 

23 

Jun 

2021 

26 

13 17, 

24 

26 
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No Date Digital 

/ In-

person 

Workshop Title Synopsis Trainer School No. 

of 

Pax 

Jun 

2021 

14 16, 

18, 

23, 

25 

Jun 

2021 

Digital Online storytelling 

workshop (for Tier 

2 students) 

The session 

includes 

storytelling and 

interactive 

activities such 

as creative 

writing, 

illustrations, craft 

and 

presentations. 

 

Ho Lee-Ling Central 

Singapore 

Community 

Development 

Council 

19 

15 19 

Jul 

2021 

Digital The Little Red 

Helicopter 

Storytelling  

The session 

includes 

storytelling, 

discussion, and 

Q&A. 

Pauline Loh St James’ 

Church 

Kindergarten 

(Gilstead) 

30 

16 30 

17 13, 

20 

Nov 

2021 

Digital 1) See, Hear, Feel 

and Imagine 

2) Build Your Own 

World" 

 Sim Ee 

Waun 

Yuhua LEAP 17 

18 23 

Nov 

2021 

Digital Poetry workshop 

for educators 

 Yong Shu 

Hoong 

Teachers from 

Geylang 

Methodist 

School 

Primary 

10 

19 18 

Feb 

2022 

Digital Nailing 

Character 

Development by 

Rachel Tey 

 Rachel Tey Edgefield 

Secondary 

School 

620 

20 18 

Feb 

2022 

Digital Creating 

Characters 

 Suffian 

Hakim 

Edgefield 

Secondary 

School 

635 
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Annex D: OPEN: Singapore Young Writers Lab 

 

Full list of workshops under OPEN: Singapore Young Writers Lab from April 2021 to 

March 2022. 

 

No Date Digital 

/ In-

perso

n 

Workshop Title Synopsis Trainer School No. 

of 

Pax 

1 31 

May 

2021 

Digital Flash Fiction 

Workshop 

The session 

provides useful 

tips and tricks 

for participants 

to learn how to 

write a piece of 

interesting flash 

fiction. 

 

Victor 

Ocampo 

Various, 

National 

Schools 

Literature 

Festival 

33 

2 18 Jun 

2021 

Digital Ekphrastic 

Writing with Loh 

Guan Liang 

The session 

introduces 

ekphrasis, a 

review of literary 

devices used in 

poetry and idea 

consolidation 

exercises and 

inspire students 

to write their 

own vivid 

poems.  

 

Loh Guan 

Liang 

Various 6 

3 25 Jun 

2021 

Digital Imaginative 

Writing with 

Melanie Lee 

The session 

explains how 

creative writing 

can be fun and 

therapeutic and 

tap on their 

imagination to 

write stories.  

 

Melanie 

Lee 

Various 9 
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No Date Digital 

/ In-

perso

n 

Workshop Title Synopsis Trainer School No. 

of 

Pax 

4 17 

March 

2022 

Digital Song 

Composition 

Workshop 

The session 

teaches 

participants 

how to 

compose a 

song for young 

children and 

provides tips 

and tricks on 

creating lyrics 

for said songs.  

Wigglepods Various 48 

5 17 

March 

2022 

Digital Song 

Composition 

Workshop 

The session 

teaches 

participants 

how to 

compose a 

song for young 

children and 

provides tips 

and tricks on 

creating lyrics 

for said songs. 

Wigglepods Various 38 
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Annex E: Beyond Words 

List of Beyond Words programmes (from 28 September to 5 February 2022). 

No. Date Format  Programme  Speakers/Facilitator No. of 

Pax  

1.  28 September 

2021 

Online  Middle Grade 101 – 

Publishing and Book 

Promotion  

Tom Bonnick  42 

2.  7 October 

2021 

Online  Middle Grade 101 – 

Content History, 

Trends and Changes  

Alvina Ling  46 

3.  12 October 

2021  

Online  Understanding 

Chinese Middle 

Grade Books  

Lin Che-chang, Khor Ewe 

Pin, Ai Yu  

 

Moderator: Denon Lim  

23 

4.  14 October 

2021 

Online  Understanding Malay 

Middle Grade Books  

Ain Maisarah, Hana 

Mohd, Hassan 

Hasaa’Ree Ali  

 

Moderator: Djohan A 

Rahman  

41 

5.  30 October 

2021 

Online  Understanding Tamil 

Middle Grade Books  

S. Ramakrishnan, Suriya 

Rethnna, Vizhiyan 

 

Moderator: Sithuraj 

Ponraj 

48 

6.  17 November 

to 8 December 

2021 

Online  Creating Middle 

Grade Books 

(Chinese) 

Lin Che-chang 17 

7.  13 November 

to 11 

December 

2021  

Online  Creating Middle 

Grade Books (Malay)  

Nur Khairiah  22 

8.  15 January to 5 

February 2022 

Online  Creating Middle 

Grade Books (Tamil)  

Era Natarasan  15 
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Annex F: Singapore Translation Symposium 

Full list of programmes presented as part of the Singapore Translation Symposium.  

No Date / 

Time 

Session Title Synopsis Speakers 

1. 25 Sep 

2021 

9.30am – 

10.30am 

Translator 

Pioneers: A 

Tribute to 陈妙华 

(Chan Maw 

Woh) and 杨贵

谊 (Yang Quee 

Yee) 

SBC kicks off the Singapore 

Translation Symposium by paying 

a tribute of our pioneer Chinese-

Malay translators, the husband-

and-wife team of 陈妙华(Chan 

Maw Woh) and 杨贵谊(Yang 

Quee Yee).  SBC will present them 

with the first SBC Special 

Achievement Award for their 

contributions to the field. 

 

Raman Daud, 齐亚蓉 

(Qi Yarong), 陈妙华 

(Chan Maw Woh),  

杨贵谊 (Yang Quee 

Yee) & 邹文学 (Choo 

Woon Hock)  

Emcee: Su Zhangkai 

 

2 25 Sep 

2021 

11.30am 

– 

12.30pm 

Translating Sing 

Lit 

Four literary translators talk about 

how they translated Singapore 

literary works from our mother 

tongue languages into the 

various official languages. They 

will discuss the ways we could 

boost translation efforts in 

Singapore, and why it is important 

to raise the visibility of our own 

literatures through translation. 

 

Annaliza Bakri, 

Anitha Devi Pillai, 

Show Ying Xin, Sim 

Wai Chew 

Moderator: Ho Zhi 

Hui 

 

3 25 Sep 

2021 

2.00pm – 

3.00pm 

人在江湖 (Ren 

zai jiang hu): 

The Joys and 

Perils of 

Translating Jin 

Yong’s Novels 

 

The translators of one of Jin 

Yong’s most well-known novel, 

Legends of the Condor Heroes 

discuss their approach when 

translating a literary giant so 

beloved of Chinese readers for 

an English-speaking community. 

The panel will discuss the fine 

balance between ensuring 

maintaining fluency in English and 

at the same time retaining the 

spirit of a work filled with martial 

arts with names that defy 

translation 

Gigi Chang, Shelly 

Bryant 

Moderator: 

Jonathan Hui 

 

4 25 Sep Translation 

Across Borders: 

This panel looks at some of the 

barriers to literary translation in 

Bilal Tanweer, Nazry 

Bahrawi, Pauline 
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No Date / 

Time 

Session Title Synopsis Speakers 

2021 

4.00pm – 

5.30pm 

Voices from SEA 

and South Asia 

 

Southeast Asia and South Asia, as 

well as local initiatives and efforts 

to support translation. The 

speakers will also discuss how we 

could encourage translation 

between countries and cultures, 

so that our literatures can spread 

beyond borders and enrich the 

diverse narratives of our 

communities. 

Fan, Subashree 

Krishnaswamy  

Moderator: Alvin 

Pang 

 

5 25-30 

Sep 

2021 

Let’s Translate!  

 

This programme takes the form of 

a challenge and targets the 

general public who may have an 

interest in languages. It will be 

launched as part of the 

Singapore Translation Symposium 

and will be conducted entirely on 

social media. 

Facilitator: Ho Zhi Hui 

6 30 Sep 

2021 

6.00pm – 

7.00pm 

Translating the 

Everyday 

 

The panel will discuss the various 

translations produced during the 

Let's Translate challenge with the 

source writers. How can 

cultural contexts be embedded 

in everyday translations? How do 

the writers approach their own 

bilingual work especially in the 

translation of thoughts from one 

language to another? 

 

Jamal Ismail, 

Yolanda Yu (Yuan 

Fei) and Sithuraj 

Ponraj  

 

Moderator: Ho Zhi 

Hui 
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Annex G: My Sing Lit Chinese  

Full list of programmes presented as part of My Sing Lit Chinese. 

No Date/Time Session Title Synopsis Speakers No. of 

pax 

1 4 Dec 2021 

 

10am-

11.30am   

Poetry and 

Body 

movement 

workshop  

 

诗与身体工作

坊  

 

Organised by: 

City Book 

Room 

Experience poetry in 

motion as you uncover 

the connection between 

literary texts and our body 

language. In this 

workshop, you will be 

guided to tune in to the 

rhythm and pulses of our 

everyday movements to 

discover the possibilities of 

poetry.  

 

Recommended for 

participants aged 16 

years old and above. 

 

Neo Hai Bin 

(梁海彬) 

13 

2 4 Dec 2021 

 

3pm-5pm 

Writing 

Workshop of 

Little Things by 

Wong Koi Tet  

 

黄凯德 【 写东

西 】文学工作

坊 

 

Organised by: 

City Book 

Room 

 

Writing doesn’t have to be 

far removed from our 

daily lives; rather, 

inspiration can come from 

mundane, everyday 

objects. Join Wong Koi 

Tet, author of Little Things, 

in discovering the joys of 

writing about our 

everyday lives.  

 

Participants are 

encouraged to bring their 

own little things and 

collectively explore the 

hidden stories within them. 

 

Recommended for 

participants aged 16 

years old and above. 

 

Wong Koi 

Tet (黄凯德) 

30 
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No Date/Time Session Title Synopsis Speakers No. of 

pax 

3 4 Dec 2021 

 

1.30pm-

2.30pm 

Sing Lit 

Storytelling 

Relay  

 

Sing Lit 线上故

事接力赛 

 

Organised by: 

Maha Yu Yi 

Join author-illustrator Josef 

Lee for a storytelling 

session. Bear With Me 2 

deals with bullying and 

what it means to be a 

hero. Participants will also 

get to draw their very own 

superhero! 

 

Recommended for 

children aged 4 to 8 years 

old. 

Josef Lee (李

文良) 

110 

4 4 Dec 2021 

 

3pm-4pm 

Everyone appears 

unhappy having to wear 

a mask. Huan Huan and 

Le Le decide to do 

something about it. Join 敏

宝老师 as she tells us about 

the two kids in the story 

The Happy Blue Mask. 

Participants will also have 

the chance to design their 

own masks! 

 

Recommended for 

children aged 4 to 8 years 

old. 

Mun Poh (敏

宝老师) 

5 4 Dec 2021 

 

4.30pm-

5.30pm 

Actions, rhymes and 

unicorns - join 一红老师 in 

this fun-filled and 

interactive Mandarin 

storytelling session! 

 

Recommended for 

children aged 4 to 8 years 

old. 

Low Yi Hong 

(一红老师) 

6 22 Dec 

2021 

Found You!  

《找到了！》 

 

Found You! is a short video 

which offers a nostalgic 

glimpse into the culture of 

traditional Chinese opera. 

From the step-by-step 

In 

partnership 

with Su 

Zhangkai / 

Over 

2,700 

views and 

more 

than 400 
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No Date/Time Session Title Synopsis Speakers No. of 

pax 

Co-presented 

with Nan Hwa 

Opera and 

Yeo Khee Lim 

Teochew 

Culture 

Research 

Centre  

procedure of actors 

preparing their elaborate 

makeup to the various 

musical instruments and 

stage props, the video 

celebrates Sing Lit and 

highlights the traditional 

art form with hand-drawn 

illustrations of local 

illustrator Ng Sock Peng. 

Nan Hwa 

Opera 

shares on 

SBC’s 

Facebook 

page 
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Annex H: Words Go Round 2022 

 

Full list of presenters for Words Go Round 2022. 

 

No.  Level Name Programme Title 

1 Preschool    

  

Abhi Krish நூல் ம ோன்ஸ்டர்ஸுடன்   

ஜ-ீநூல்-போ! Jee Nool Baa! with the Nool Monsters 

2 Dalifah Shahril Saya Bola Stres! So… I am a Stress(ed) Ball!   

3 Eoin McLaughlin 

(United Kingdom) 

Share a Hug with Eoin McLaughlin 

4 Goh Eck Kheng Friendship 1, 2, 3! 

5 Mike Foo 

6 Libby Walden 

(United Kingdom) 

Explore Your Feelings with Libby Walden 

7 Liew Jia Yi I Pinky Promise You, Okay? 

8 Zuzanita Zakaria Ayuh Kembara Dengan Alif dan Imaginasi Anda! 

Travel to Places with Alif and your Imagination! 

9 刘旭恭   

 Liu Hsu-Kung 

(Taiwan) 

说故事, 谈梦想! When I Grow Up, I Want to Be… 

10 苏章恺   

 Su Zhangkai 

我是一颗什么球? So… I am a Stress(ed) Ball!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

11 Primary  

 

Darel Seow Marvellous Mammals: A Wild A to Z of Southeast 

Asia 

 

12 Debby Ng 

13 Debra Ann 

Francisco 

Celebrate Diversity with Picture Books 
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No.  Level Name Programme Title 

14 Quek Hong Shin 

15 Jeffrey Tan 

16 Denise Tan Lessons from The Kung Fu Forces 

17 Robin Leong 

18 Janice Khoo Sing A Song of Hawker Food: Can You Write a 

Rhyme That's Good? 19 Lianne Ong 

20 Jason Chin 

(United States) 

Visiting Jason Chin's Art Studio! 

21 Jeeva Raghunath 

(India) 

கோண்மபோம், கற்மபோம், கதைச ோல்லி ஜவீோ 

ரகுநோத்துடன் Meet the Storyteller: Jeeva 

Raghunath   

22 Jeffrey Kong Building Blocks to Being a Singapore Explorer 

 23 Melanie Lee 

24 Nat Amoore 

(Australia) 

THINKING OUT OF THE BOX with Nat Amoore! 

25 Ross Welford 

(United Kingdom) 

How to Write an Awesome Opening by Ross 

Welford 
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